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Fig. 8. Small scale Js pattern, very rough surface with 8, = 85”

surfaces cannot be inferred from the lack of experimental observation of any such differences in scattering behavior.
The next set of findings concerns comparisons between the
physical optics regime specular diffuse scattering behavior and that
for backscatter conditions as described by Eom and Fung [5]. For
purposes of comparison, inclusion of scattering matrix elements in
our results just introduces a correlation invariant multiplier to the
patterns of theslope
related terms. For thespeculardiffuse
scattering, the results for all rms height levels are sensitive to both
surface slope and correlation function. The power law results are
closer to the Gaussian correlation cases than those for the Bessel
function correlation.Next,
for both largeandmoderate
(- 1)
Rayleigh parameter values, thediffuse specular scattering depends on
the height statistics; it is only for small X values that the diffuse
scattering is insensitive to height distribution. Thus, the two basic
differences from the backscatter trends are in the slope dependence
for small X and the sensitivity to height statistics at moderate X
values.
The results for the small height, perturbation theoiy regime, are
more complicated. There is a definite dependence of the scattering
patterns on incident angle as can be seen in (9). There is an explicit
cos 0, term, in addition to implicit angle effects in the power spectra
component from the Rayleigh parameter dependence. The power
spectra terms have peaks in the specular direction for Gaussian and
power law correlation, but a sharp null for the Bessel form. The
combination of the two effects leads to distinctly different patterns as
the incident angle changes. The relative insensitivity to correlation
for Oi = 85” arises from the dominance of the cos 0, term at that
specular angle. For the perturbation theory regime, then, the diffuse
scattering pattern is independent of height statistics and, except for
magnitude, tends to be insensitive to roughness; however,it is
strongly dependent on incident angle and correlation function.
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apparent between the behavior for this type of surface and.that for a
surface with Gaussian height statistics. Thus, in the physical optics
regime, the roughness dependence of the diffuse scattering angular
distribution is insensitive to correlation function,height statistics, and
angle of incidence.
Our Yesult that the Jo term always dominates the J5 term for the
physical optics regime ( T %- A) has implications for the discussions
by Brown [6] concerning the significance of the specular incoherent
scattering term (Js)for surfaces for which the decorrelated height
statistics remain statistically dependent. The first point is that the
criterion for using asymptotic diffuse scattering models [ 11, [2] in the
case of exponential type surfaces (no statistical independence) is the
same as would apply for statistically independent surfaces; that
condition being negligible coherent power, not negligible incoherent
specular scattering. The second point is that the nonexistence of such
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given. It does notcontradict the results obtained by using the short-circuit
concept but provides further insight.

I. THEPRRUCIPLE BASED ON THE SHORT-CIRCUIT CONCEPT
In a field equivalence principle, the actual sources are replaced by
equivalent sources which provide a field identical to that of the actual
sources in a certain region of space. The advantage of equivalence
principles is that they may suggest approximate methods for
evaluating the field and they may facilitate the understanding of
electromagnetic problems.
Let the actual sources be placed inside a volume V enclosed by a
surface S. Furthermore, let us be interested in theelectric field
intensity E, and magnetic field intensity HIfrom the actual sources in
the region outside V. The entire space is supposed to be homogeneous. It is assumed that the conditions for uniqueness of the solution
are satisfied, i.e., there are no problems at cavity resonances, for
example, when the region outside V is an interior region.
In one of the equivalence principles,the original field El,
is
retained outside V [1]-[3]. However, inside V the actual sources are
removed and the field is specified to be zero as illustrated in Fig. 1.
According to the boundary conditions this specification requires an
,
,
on the
electric surface current j sand a magnetic surface current I
surface S given by

Fig. 1. Equivalence
principle.

Fig. 2.

Perfect electric conductorinside

V.

.&,=fiXH]

(1)

is equal to the tangential component of E l . Then according to the
and E*, H I are identical. This means that
uniqueness theorem E,,

I,= - f i x E ,

(2)

J** = Js.

where fi is a unit vector of S directed out of V into the region with the
field El, HI. Since the field inside V is specified, js and Jrnsare
referred to as specified currents. According to the uniqueness
theorem the field outside V is completely determined from either the
tangential component of El or A, on S.Various procedures can now
be followed to find E,, H I .
One procedure is based on the following arguments. Let j sand 7,
be chosen as impressed currents. Furthermore, since the field inside
V is zero, let V be filled with a perfect electric conductor. This will
short-circuit j s .The field can now be found from j
, which radiates
in the presence of the conductor. In some derivations it is stated that
the surface of the conductor is “just behind” S or the currents are
”placed an infinitesimal distance in front of “S” [2], [I]. In such
derivations 1
, cannot be “short-circuited” because there is an
infinitesimal gap between j s and the conductor.Therefore, such
presentations are not correct. The purpose of this communication is to
give a presentation that avoids the “short-circuit” and the gap
concepts. It is hoped that the alternative derivation increases insight.

Thus, in Fig. 2 the induced current jss2
is equal to the current Is
specified in Fig. 1. It should be noted that in case V was filled with a
perfect magnetic conductor, 1,would be chosen to be an impressed
would then be induced. Thus, independent of the
current and j,rTs
type of conductor the values of the currents are the same.It is only the
manners in which the currents are obtained which differ, Le., the
perfect electric and magnetic conductors, provide two different
examples of obtaining the currents specified in Fig. 1 . To the author’s
knowledge this insight in the positions, the values and the types of
currents does not appear from previous treatments of equivalence
principles, some of which are cited in [I] and [3]. However, it should
be noted that this insight is only obtained for the special conductors
chosen above. In [2] it is mentioned that the total field must remain
unchanged when matter is placed within S and impressed currents are
chosen equal to the specified currents. For this case it is in general
difficult to find the induced currents.
It is interesting to note that on the surface S of the perfect electric
conductor in Fig. 2 , a tangential electric field component exists on the
n. THE PRINCIPLE BASEDON THE UNIQUENESS THEOREM free space side. This is due to the impressed Jms. It is probably the
often-used requirement of zero tangential electric field which causes
Let the volume V be filled with a conductor with infinite electric
the introduction of the infinitesimal gap between the currents and the
conductivity u and zero magnetic conductivity urnas shown in Fig. 2.
perfect conductor in the references cited above.See
also the
This type of conductor in referred to as a perfect electric conductor.
discussion in relation to Fig. 3. However, due to the introduction of
On the surface of this conductoran impressed magnetic surface
, and urn in Maxwell’s equations. a perfect electric
the concepts 1
current Jm is placed. This current is chosen
equal to the current
conductor no longer requires (when a jms
is impressed on the surface)
specified by (2).
that the tangential electric field is zero on its surface. This fact is seen
The current,7 will induce no magnetic surface currentbecause a,
from the boundary conditions taking into account that 1
, coincide
= 0. However. an electric surface currentJs2may be induced on the
with the surface. Therefore, when V is filled with a perfect electric
surface S . Let the field outside Vas a result of jmsand jS2
be E 2 , Hz.
conductor and J m s is impressed on its surface, it is not correct to state
Due to u = co. the field inside the perfect conductor is zero. Then,
that the radiated field “must be determined so that A X E will vanish
the boundary conditions require
on the conducting surface” which is done in [3]. This is understood
by noting that in the original problem 2 X E = A X E , does not
JS2 = fi x H 2
(3) vanish. However, as demonstrated below, the correctsolution may be
jms=
-fiXEz.
(4) found in a limiting process during which use ismade of the fact that A
X E vanishes as long as there is no magnetic surface current on the
Comparison of (2) and (4) shows that the tangential component of E2 conductor.
Authorized licensed use limited to: Danmarks Tekniske Informationscenter. Downloaded on October 16, 2009 at 05:37 from IEEE Xplore. Restrictions apply.
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Fig. 3. Image theory.

Correctioa to “Diffraction by a Half-Plane with Two
Face Impedance Uniform Asymptotic Expansion for
Plane Wave and Arbitrary Line Source Incidence”

The field I?, , Rl (equal to E 2 , Rz)may be calculated using image
theory. This i s understood by imagining jmat a distance from S . In
case S is an infinite plane the mirror current takes the same value as
jm.
This is found by making use of a vanishing fi X E on S . Then, in SUBRATA S A N Y A L , MEMBER, EEE, AND ASOKE K. BHATTACHARnA,
SEWOR ”BFR, IEEE
the limit of zero distance, 2 jm
provides the field E l , RI outside V .
Inside V , 2 ,J does not givezero field. Apparently the mirror
currentof jmis a magnetic surfacecurrent. This is not due to
In (10) on page 72 1of the above communication it was stated that
induced magnetic currents but due to the induced electric surface
currents equal to j sas discussed above. As long as there is a gap the the diffracted field is given by (6f). This is not correct. Instead, it is
induced currents keep thetangential electric field zero. In the limit of expressed as
no gap there is a tangential component due to jmcoinciding with S ,
i.e., the electric field changes discontinuously from having a zero
tangential component as long as there is a gap to having a tangential
component as the gap disappears. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. As the where ub is the value of the incident field at the edge and D(@,do)is
gap tends to zero the tangential electric field 6 X E [ in front of jmgiven by [lo, eq. (60)]in our communication. The diffracted field
tends to fi X E , .
expansion takes into account the surface wave fields in Rawlin’s work
Using image theory, it is also understood that impressed electric unlike what we had stated earlier (page 721, second column, second
and magnetic currents give fields which tend to zero as the currents paragraph). The error is regretted.
approach a perfectelectricand magnetic conductor, respectively.
Therefore, on perfect electric and magnetic conductors impressed
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